Encompass Data Connect

Turn data into insights, and insights into solutions.

Encompass Data Connect™ utilizes cloud, big data, and streaming data infrastructure to help lenders make informed, smarter business decisions.

Encompass Data Connect gives you access to all of your loan data in near real time – enabling you to fully maximize the utility of your existing reporting, business intelligence and visualization tools – to dramatically increase the efficiency and effectiveness of your business.

Because Encompass Data Connect provides access to all of your loan data in near real-time, you can leverage your existing reporting tools to generate comprehensive, timely reports such as pull through rates, loans with expiring locks, loans that need to be re-disclosed, etc. You can then leverage that data to gain insights into the health of your business and how you compare to your peers throughout the entire mortgage industry.

Encompass Data Connect gives you the ability to:

• **Access all loan data fields in near real-time**: Easily access up to date loan data, that includes all changes made through user action or program action.

• **Run optimized, structured queries**: Since all fields are always available, the database schema is normalized, consistent and well defined. This makes it easier for lenders to understand the data and optimize queries to access data.

• **Access bulk or batched data**: Easily access bulk or batched data without the constraints of API data consumption limits.

• **Recreate original data as needed**: Recreate a copy of original client data for any past time interval, in the event of data loss or data corruption in the lender’s data warehouse.

Reach us at 1-888-955-9100 or sales@elliemae.com to learn more.

Benefits

• Faster decision making with near real-time access to all your Encompass loan data

• Streamlined data access with no impact to Encompass performance

• Increased automation by unlocking data for machine learning and artificial intelligence

• Ability to audit multiple loans simultaneously

• Access to 3 years of historical data right out of the box
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